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ABSTRACT
Charge Transfer Inefficiency (CTI) due to radiation damage above the Earth’s atmosphere
creates spurious trailing in Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images. Radiation damage also
creates unrelated warm pixels – but these happen to be perfect for measuring CTI. We model
CTI in the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)/Wide Field Channel and construct a physi-
cally motivated correction scheme. This operates on raw data, rather than secondary science
products, by returning individual electrons to pixels from which they were unintentionally
dragged during readout. We apply our correction to images from the HST Cosmic Evolution
Survey (COSMOS), successfully reducing the CTI trails by a factor of ∼30 everywhere in the
CCD and at all flux levels. We quantify changes in galaxy photometry, astrometry and shape.
The remarkable 97 per cent level of correction is more than sufficient to enable a (forthcoming)
reanalysis of downstream science products and the collection of larger surveys.
Key words: instrumentation: detectors – methods: data analysis – space vehicles: instruments.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) imaging detectors convert incident
photons into electrons. The electrons are stored within a silicon
substrate, in a pixellated grid of electrostatic potential wells that
gradually fill up during an exposure. At the end of the exposure, the
electrons are shuffled, row by row, to a readout register at the edge
of the device. They are then counted and converted into a digital
signal.
Above the Earth’s atmosphere, a continuous bombardment of
high-energy particles makes a harsh environment for sensitive elec-
tronic equipment. Protons, neutrons, high-energy electrons and
heavy ions create bulk damage by colliding with and displacing
atoms from the silicon lattice. The dislodged atoms can come to
rest in the interstitial space, and the vacancies left behind move
about the lattice until they combine with interstitial impurities, such
as phosphorous, oxygen or another vacancy (Janesick et al. 2001).
Such defects degrade a CCD’s ability to shuffle electrons, known as
its Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE; Charge Transfer Inefficiency
(CTI) = 1−CTE). Electrons can become temporarily trapped in the
E-mail: rm@roe.ac.uk
local potential, then released after a delay that depends upon the
properties of the lattice and impurities, and the operating temper-
ature of the device (Shockley & Read 1952; Hall 1952). If a few
electrons are trapped during CCD readout, and held while other
electrons are moved along, they are released as a spurious trail (see
Fig. 1). Regions of the image furthest from the readout register are
worst affected, because electrons starting there encounter the most
charge traps during their journey across the device.
CTI gets worse over time, as cumulative radiation damage cre-
ates more charge traps. By 2007 January, when the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) encoun-
tered an electronic failure, the instrument had been in operation
on-orbit for almost 5 years, and its Scientific Imaging Technologies
(SITe) ST002A CCDs were already significantly affected by CTI.
Similarly, the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) instrument
spent 16 years on-orbit. By the time it was decommissioned, its
truly severe CTI created trailing that was readily visible on every
exposure.
Different astronomical measurements are hindered by different
species of charge traps. Charge traps with a characteristic release
time of a few CCD clock cycles move electrons by a few pix-
els, creating short trails that alter the apparent position (astrome-
try) and shape (morphology) of faint objects. Charge traps with a
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Figure 1. A typical, raw HST ACS/WFC image, in units of electrons. This 30 × 15 arcsec2 (600 × 300 pixels) region is at the far side of the CCD to the
readout register, which lies towards the bottom of the page. It was obtained on 2005 May 15, 1171 days after the launch of the ACS. Upon close inspection, as
illustrated in the zoomed inset, the CTI trailing behind (above) objects is manifest.
release time of many clock cycles completely detach electrons from
their original objects, thus also lowering their measured brightness
(photometry). Several parametric schemes have been developed to
estimate and thus correct all these effects at a catalogue level. Fit-
ting formulae have been approximated, as a function of objects’
detector position, date of observation and flux, for incorrect astrom-
etry with the WFPC2 (Cawley et al. 2002), photometry with the
ACS (Riess 2003), morphology with the Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph (STIS) (Rhodes et al. 2004) and ACS (Rhodes et al.
2007), and others. Although such schemes provide first-order mean
correction for a large number of objects, they are inaccurate for
high-precision measurement of individual objects. For example, no
account is made for the screening of faint objects by bright objects
slightly closer to the readout register (which pre-fill charge traps) or,
with extended sources, for the dependence upon object size, radial
profile and shape (see discussion in Riess 2000 and Rhodes et al.,
in preparation).
More precise removal of CTI trailing requires manipulation of
the raw pixel data, using software to move electrons back to their
original locations. Since CCD readout is the last stage of data acqui-
sition, this should be the first stage of a final data reduction pipeline
(e.g. CALACS; Pavlovsky et al. 2006). Even this will never achieve
precision at the level of single electrons, since charge trapping and
release are stochastic, quantum mechanical effects. However, such
software has been demonstrated to be much more accurate than
parametric solutions for the correction of the HST STIS imaging
(Bristow 2003a; Piatek et al. 2005, 2006, 2007) and spectroscopy
(Bristow 2003b), and Chandra Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facil-
ity (AXAF) Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Imaging Spectrometer
(ACIS) spectroscopy (Grant et al. 2004). This approach can also
provide physically motivated model parameters, rather than an ad
hoc fitting function to arbitrary parameters.
In this paper, we develop an empirical but physically motivated,
pixel-based CTI correction scheme for the ACS/Wide Field Channel
(WFC) imaging. We concentrate on traps with release times of a
few CCD clock cycles, but our algorithm is sufficiently general to
be able to incorporate additional species of traps with longer release
times if necessary. In Section 2, we build a model of the readout
process by measuring the rate at which the CCDs’ potential wells
are filled by electrons, and the properties of charge traps within
those wells. In Section 3, we describe software to implement this
readout model, and use the iterative approach of Bristow (2003a)
to reverse the process. In Section 4, we apply this to real data and
obtain better measurements of galaxy photometry, astrometry and
ellipticity in the HST COSMOS survey. In Section 5, we discuss
possible improvements to our algorithm, and summarize our work.
2 MODELLI NG THE AC S/ WFC CCDS
2.1 Data and dates
We primarily base our analysis on the ‘ RAW’ data obtained during
HST Cycles 12 and 13 for the COSMOS survey (HST-GO-09822,
P.I.: N. Scoville). These are 2368 uniform, extragalactic exposures
of 507 s each (Koekemoer et al. 2007; Scoville et al. 2007). For
convenience, we first split each exposure into the four quadrants
readout through different amplifiers, rotating and flipping them to
orient the readout in the same direction for all. We then multiply the
image by the calibrated gain (which varies slightly between ampli-
fiers) and subtract the corresponding superbias images created by
Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI). This reverts the images
to units of electrons, in approximately their configuration on the
CCD immediately prior to readout (but note uncertainty about the
imperfectly modelled injection of charge by warm pixels during
readout in Section 2.2).
We have also tested our CTE correction method in a less sys-
tematic manner on imaging from Cycle 14 (HST-GO-10496, P.I.:
S. Perlmutter). This extends the analysis to nearly 2007 January,
when the ACS failed. While this smaller survey provided sufficient
data to verify an extrapolation of our correction parameters, such
non-uniform observational strategies proved less useful for tracking
the gradual CTE degradation.
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Our model could also be extrapolated to correct observations
obtained after servicing mission 4. However, this would be a large
extrapolation, and the trap density did not necessarily continue to
rise at the same rate while the instrument was offline. We would
therefore recommend new calibrations as soon as sufficient images
become available.
2.2 Warm pixels
A detector’s CTI can be measured using First Pixel Response (FPR)
tests, Extended Pixel Edge Response (EPER) tests or 55Fe radiation
(Janesick et al. 2001). FPR and EPER tests involve uniformly il-
luminating a CCD and measuring deviations from that uniformity
in the few pixels nearest the readout register and (virtual) pixels
obtained by continuing to clock charge past the end of the CCD. In
addition, a radioactive iron source can be used to create a series of
δ-functions on the CCD, all of a fixed energy level. Deficiencies in
the observed number of electrons in some events, or deviations in
their shape, reveal the presence of charge traps between the event
and the readout electronics.
A continuous programme of FPR and EPER monitoring has
been carried out on the ACS/WFC detectors since launch (HST
programmes 9649, 10044, 10369 and 10732; Mutchler & Sirianni
2005). Radiation testing was performed prior to launch, but is not
possible on-orbit in the HST .
After experimenting on all three types of data acquired in a lab-
oratory environment, we decided that that the parameters needed
for our model are most easily extracted from radiation tests. Al-
though in-flight 55Fe data are unavailable, cosmic ray damage has
also created randomly distributed ‘warm pixels’ that suffice in-
stead (Biretta & Kozhurina-Platais 2005). Warm pixels are short
circuits in the CCD electrostatic potentials used to collect charge,
and continuously inject spurious charge into the device. During a
long exposure, warm pixels create single-pixel δ-functions. Since
the rate of charge injection varies between warm pixels, these δ-
functions have a range of amplitudes. In some ways, this is actually
more convenient than an 55Fe source.
To identify warm pixels within each image I, we locate two-
dimensional local maxima, after unsharp masking to eliminate ex-
tended objects (whether they be resolved galaxies or merely a point
spread function). One such warm pixel is labelled p0 in Fig. 1, and
contains ne = I (p0) electrons. This number has been only slightly
changed during readout. We measure the trail
Ti(ne) ≡ I (pi) − I (p−i), (1)
where p±i are pixels defined relative to the location of the warm
pixel p0 in Fig. 1 and i is an integer from i = 1– 9. Note that we could
have replaced pixels with negative indices by a locally determined
background level. Our better scheme is robust to the accidental
inclusion of any extended sources (or cosmic rays covering more
than 1 pixel) in our catalogue. Although such individual artefacts
have a shape, they should not have a preferred direction on average,
and therefore should not bias our measurement of Ti. Indeed, we
could even have intentionally measured the trailing behind extended
sources. However, in practice, averaging out their intrinsic radial
profile adds more noise than the extra numbers of pixels add signal.
At the very faint end of our warm pixel catalogue, which we
push down to ne = 100 electrons so that it only just exceeds the
background level, our algorithm often finds noise peaks instead of
true warm pixels. If the noise were due to photon shot noise, these
pixels would be ideal for our purposes, but it is more often read
noise – which is added after clocking and therefore untrailed. To
prevent the dilution of our trail measurements, we discard pixels
that are not flagged as warm in at least half of the exposures. In the
faintest two bins, this process removes 85 and 50 per cent of the
catalogue, but quickly becomes negligible for brighter pixels. True
warm pixels persist through many exposures.
We avoid ‘hot’ pixels containing more than 76 230 electrons,
which is ∼90 per cent of the full well depth. Saturated pixels bleed
charge into nearby pixels on the same column, interfering with the
observed shape of the CTI trail.
Note that warm pixels also inject a low level of charge into a
column of pixels during readout. This is a relatively small compli-
cation: the ratio of charge in this line to that in the δ-function is
equal to the ratio of the clock speed to the total exposure time. The
data can be corrected along all but the worst-affected columns by
subtracting superbias frames (produced from a zero-second expo-
sure but normal readout). We subtract bias frames before anything
else, since we are trying to obtain data as it was immediately before
readout. However, this is a simplification because (some of) the spu-
rious charge was also present during readout, when the CTI trails
were created. A more complete CCD model might also measure the
‘temperature’ of each warm pixel, then incorporate a continuous
injection of charge during readout. This would be most important
for measurements of the density of charge trap species with long
release times, whose extended trail is partly degenerate with a con-
stant line of charge injection (as opposed to charge re-emitted from
short time-scale traps for which the original source can be readily
identified). Even more worryingly, there is (unexplained) tempo-
ral structure in the injection of charge to some warm pixels that is
not necessarily reproduced in the superbias frames. We therefore
decided to incorporate the few per cent of columns containing the
warmest pixels in the CALACS bad pixel mask. This is more severe
than excluding hot pixels, since the entire rest of the column is
masked.
2.3 Model assumptions and parameters
To emulate the process of CCD readout, we first need to model the
collection of electrons within a pixel’s potential well. In theory, the
expected locations of a given number of electrons can be calculated
from a model of the CCD, by solving Poisson’s equation within the
appropriate applied potential. Hardy, Murowinski & Deen (1998)
and Seabroke et al. (2008) find that, for typical CCDs, electrons
are contained within a well-defined volume – outside which their
density falls rapidly to zero. Adopting this result, we shall regard a
given number of electrons as filling a three-dimensional (3D) pixel
up to a specific height.
We then need to model the charge traps. We assume that none
is filled during integration. However, following for example Grant
et al. (2004) (but not Bristow 2003a), we simplify the problem of
charge capture as soon as readout begins by assuming that unoc-
cupied traps instantly capture any electrons in their vicinity (i.e.
all traps inside the well-defined volume get filled). In reality, there
is an exponential decay time needed for traps to capture an elec-
tron, but this is typically much shorter than the electron dwell time
within one CCD clock cycle (Hardy, Murowinski & Deen 1998).
The rapid and efficient capture of electrons, even in locations where
the electron density is low, further delineates the quantifiable vol-
ume of a pixel occupied by a given number of electrons. It also
means that any charge traps physically located near the bottom of
a pixel (below the ambient background level) reach the steady state
of being permanently occupied, even during readout. In our model,
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such traps never affect an image, so we can never probe them; but
then, we never need to.
Each filled trap releases its electron after a time determined by τ ,
the e-folding time of an exponential decay (Shockley & Read 1952;
Hall 1952). If the trap is inside the volume currently occupied by
electrons, it will immediately capture a new one; if it is above, the
electron will be pulled down and added back to the cloud (which
thus expands and may even be exposed to new charge traps). We
concentrate on species of traps with capture times τ of a few CCD
clock cycles (3212μs in the parallel direction; Sirianni et al. 2004).
Traps with long release times affect the leading edge of the first
bright object in a CCD column, but then reach a full steady state
(at least while the rest of the object passes by) and only minimally
affect its photometry, astrometry and morphology (Rhodes et al.,
in preparation). For a fixed clock speed, τ can be conveniently
expressed in units of the number of pixels that have passed since
capture.
If the charge traps are evenly distributed, we need to measure
only the mean density of each species.1 In Section 2.5, we in-
deed find the distribution of traps to be uniform in the y direction;
we have no reason to suggest that the distribution is not similarly
uniform in the other directions. In addition, our approach will inter-
nally parametrize out any smooth density gradients in the vertical
direction.
We assume that each charge trap always captures a single elec-
tron. Real traps might be able to hold several, or occasionally capture
none. If they hold several, and especially if the trap densities are
low, simultaneous release of many electrons could produce corre-
lated spikes in the trails. Trapping mechanisms are not yet suffi-
ciently understood to know whether electrons are released singly
or in groups (Bebek, private communication). We therefore simply
assume that any multiple (or partial) occupancy of traps is equiva-
lently modelled by an effective density of single-electron traps.
Finally, we ignore CCDs’ three-phase clocking cycle, by which
a cloud of electrons is transferred from 1 pixel to the next (Janesick
et al. 2001). The transition period exposes the electron cloud to
additional regions of silicon and additional charge traps. However,
with our assumption of instantaneous charge capture, extra charge
traps in regions between pixels can again be modelled to first order as
an increase in the effective trap density. These traps are a fraction of
a pixel nearer to (or further from) the readout register, but horizontal
translations of the exponential release curve are also degenerate with
a change in normalization. The only remaining finesse is that the
width (and therefore the height) of the electron cloud changes during
the three-phase clocking cycle, making the cloud dwell temporarily
at different heights within the silicon and therefore being exposed
to a different number of charge traps. We ignore this second-order
effect, but incorporating a model of the full, three-phase clock cycle
might be a useful exercise for future work.
Our model features the following free parameters:
(i) number of (relevant) species of charge trap,
(ii) characteristic release time of each species of charge trap,
(iii) density of each species of charge trap
(or a functional form for their distribution if they are not uni-
formly located throughout the CCD), plus the
1 This may not be acceptable for radiation-hardened detectors in future
spacecraft that suffer very few traps (see Dawson et al. 2008). In that regime,
techniques like pocket pumping would be ideally suited to measuring the
locations of individual traps.
Figure 2. The mean CTI trail behind 63 901 warm pixels containing be-
tween 3234 and 76 230 electrons each, from 20 exposures obtained 1171
days after the launch of the ACS. Error bars show the 1σ scatter from mea-
surements behind the whole population of warm pixels. The dashed curve
shows the best-fitting double exponential model.
(iv) height occupied by a cloud of electrons in a pixel’s potential
well (i.e. the number of charge traps they are exposed to), as a
function of the number of electrons.
As we shall now demonstrate, warm pixels enable us to measure all
of these quantities from on-orbit science exposures.
2.4 The characteristic release times of different species
of charge trap
To obtain maximum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), we begin by study-
ing the brightest warm pixels, furthest from the readout register and
in data obtained near the chronological end of the COSMOS survey.
We select 20 images taken on 2005 May 15, 1171 days after the
launch of the ACS, and measure the mean trail Ti around all warm
pixels between 1634 and 2039 pixels from the readout register, and
containing between 3234 and 76230 electrons.2 The mean trail is
shown in Fig. 2.
Using Levenberg–Marquardt least-squares minimization, we find
that the mean trail is well fit by a sum of two exponentials,
Ti = A1e−i/τ1 + A2e−i/τ2 , (2)
where A1 = 327 ± 6 e−, τ 1 = 10.4 ± 3.2 pixels, A2 = 108 ± 3 e−
and τ 2 = 0.88 ± 0.2 pixels. At the −83◦C operating temperature of
the ACS/WFC, these correspond precisely with the release times of
trap species found by Hopkinson (2001) in a Marconi CCD47-20
n-channel detector at 0.34 and 0.31 eV below the conduction band.
The origin of these particular traps is unknown, but they have been
speculated to be E-centres (phosphorous–vacancy complexes) with
impurities of either carbon (Hopkinson 1991) or hydrogen (Tokuda
& Ito 2000). Pure E-centre charge traps at 0.44 eV exist in both the
Marconi and ACS/WFC (Jones 2000) CCDs, with a characteristic
release time of τE ∼ 300 pixels in the Marconi. All other charge
2 These values are chosen so that more bins can be added later, equally
spaced in distance from the readout register and log(ne).
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traps in the Marconi CCD have τ < 0.01 pixels (Hopkinson 2001),
so this one-to-one correspondence is unlikely to be coincidence.
However, allowing a third exponential prevents our fit from con-
verging, with positive A3 but τ 3 iterating towards infinity. Fitting
slowly decaying exponentials is a standard problem (e.g. Cover
2008), because they are nearly degenerate with a constant. A line
of charge above a warm pixel could represent either a species of
trap with a very long release time or contamination from continued
charge injection during readout (cf. Section 2.3). We therefore re-
strict our analysis to the two species of traps with shorter τ , which
also have a much more profound effect on object astrometry and
morphology (Rhodes et al., in preparation). Henceforth, we shall fix
the release times of the charge trap species at τ 1 ≡ 10.4 and τ 2 ≡
0.88 pixels, and also fix their relative densities to be 3.0:1.3 Fitting
to earlier ACS data yields consistent (but noisier) values of τ and
the relative density.
2.5 Height of pixel occupied by electrons and the density
of charge traps
The total number of electrons that have been displaced from a packet
originally containing ne electrons is the integral under the curve
∞∑
1
Ti = A1
e1/τ1 − 1 +
A2
e1/τ2 − 1 (= nq ). (3)
Since we are assuming that any traps surrounded by free electrons
are instantly filled, this number of trapped electrons equals the
(effective) number of charge traps nq in the volume V traversed by
electrons between their original pixel and the readout register.
The volume V is the product of the distance y to the readout
register, the width of a pixel and the height within a pixel4 filled by
ne electrons, above a background level b. Warm pixels are available
with a range of y and ne and in images with a range of backgrounds
b (this varies around 51 ± 9 e− due to the angle between the tele-
scope and the Sun; Leauthaud et al. 2007). By counting the number
of electrons trailed behind a variety of warm pixels, we directly
measure nq(y, ne, b). Note that the interpretation of electrons filling
pixels to a given height is instructive but not necessary: this function
is precisely what we require.
Fig. 3 shows the mean CTI trail behind warm pixels at varying
distances from the readout register and of varying warmth. The top-
right panel reproduces Fig. 2. The other panels show trails behind
different pixels within the same set of 20 images. Although a busy
plot, it has been simplified for illustration. For the real analysis, the
number of bins was doubled in both y and ne directions, and an
additional dimension, with five bins of varying background level,
has been marginalized over here. Towards the left-hand side, the
trails may be systematically underestimated due to the inclusion
in our catalogue of read noise peaks. However, the efforts in Sec-
tion 2.2 to exclude them have kept this small, as demonstrated by
the still-recovered shape of the trails. Each trail is fitted with dou-
ble exponential decays (2), the integral under which gives the total
number of trapped electrons, and hence the number of exposed traps
nq.
3 There is no reason why we would expect this to be an integer.
4 This assumes that the height of an electron cloud changes by only a
small amount during readout; for further discussion, see Rhodes et al. (in
preparation).
Fig. 4 shows the total number of charge traps exposed to each
set of warm pixels for which a panel was allocated in Fig. 3. Solid
lines join the data points measured at constant distances from the
readout register (rows in Fig. 3). These data are well modelled by
nq = ρqV
= ρq
[(
max{ne − d, 0}
w
)α
−
(
max{b − d, 0}
w
)α]
yβ, (4)
where α, β, d and ρq are to be measured. Parameter w is the full
well depth, which we assume to be fixed at 84 700 e− even though
it varies by a few thousand electrons across the device (Gilliland
2004), and d is the depth of the supplementary buried channel or
‘notch’ in the CCDs, which we fit. The notch is a small region at
the bottom of a potential well used to gather electrons when only
a small number are present, much like a narrow channel cut into
the bed of a water drainage canal. In our model, the notch has zero
volume, so it merely adjusts the starting point of the power-law
increase in height governed by α.
We again use Levenberg–Marquardt least-squares minimization
to fit the free parameters. We find that β = 1.01 ± 0.01, consis-
tent with a uniformly increasing number of traps with increasing
distance from the readout register. Since we would expect this be-
haviour, we explicitly fix β ≡ 1 and then obtain best-fitting values
of α = 0.576 ± 0.013, d = 96.5 ± 2.0 e− and ρq = 0.544 ± 0.008
pixel−1, split between the two species of charge trap in a ratio of
3.0:1. Note that these errors do not include the uncertainty propa-
gated from the measurement of the charge trap release times and
density ratio.
2.6 Growth rate of charge traps
The ACS was installed on 2002 March 7, and cumulative radiation
damage since then has gradually created more charge traps. We
can use the COSMOS data, which was acquired uniformly over a
long period, to track CTI degradation. Assuming that charge trap
release times and the relative densities of the two species remain
unchanged, we use the warmest pixels furthest from the readout
register (as in Section 2.4) to measure the density of charge traps
ρq at 12 additional times during the survey.
Fig. 5 shows the measured increase in charge trap density over
time. This is fit by a constant accumulation of (4.34 ± 0.13) × 10−4
traps per pixel per day, and an initial density on launch of ρ0q =
0.037 ± 0.001 traps per pixel (although the formal error on the lat-
ter is probably an underestimate, since the extrapolated value is very
sensitive to errors in the gradient). We also tried fitting a sawtooth
model in which a fraction of the traps were removed during their
first subsequent anneal (as described by Cox & Cottingham (2001),
the temperature is raised to 13◦C about once a month; the exact
dates during Cycles 12 and 13 are recorded in the Appendix). Riess
(2002) and Sirianni et al. (2004) confirmed that this successfully
reduces the density of hot pixels. However, the fraction of removed
charge traps iterated to zero during our fit: recovering a linear model
(consistent with Mutchler & Sirianni 2005) and suggesting that the
anneals did not significantly improve CTE. Indeed, while hot pixels
and charge traps both are likely a product of the same non-ionizing
energy loss and should accumulate at the same rate, Robbins (2000)
find that traps are only effectively removed by annealing at temper-
atures above 150◦C for E-centre traps and 330◦C for divacancy
traps.
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CTI correction for HST/ACS 377
Figure 4. The total number of charge traps nq exposed between a warm
pixel and the readout register, as a function of the number of electrons ne
in that pixel. If traps are uniformly distributed, this is proportional to the
height within a pixel filled by ne electrons. Error bars are underestimated,
because they do not include contributions propagated from uncertainty in
τ . The solid lines join data from warm pixels 212, 618, 1024, 1430 and
1836 ± 203 pixels from the readout register (bottom to top). The cumulative
number of traps increases linearly with that distance, implying that the traps
are uniformly distributed throughout the CCD. The dashed curves show a
model in which the electrons occupy zero volume within the CCD notch
(the depth of which is a free parameter), and increase as a power law of the
number of electrons above it.
3 C C D R E A D O U T S O F T WA R E
3.1 Forward operation
We now describe a software imitation of the hardware CCD readout,
using the model developed in Section 2. Just like the real version
on the HST , our software uses a fairly simple algorithm to shuffle
charge to an adjacent pixel, and this is repeated many times to com-
plete a full readout. For convenience, our code has a user interface
written in IDL, but for speed the core is written in JAVA. Even so, the
software algorithm is much slower than an on-board hardware read-
out, taking 25 min per 4096 × 4096 ACS/WFC image on a single 2
GHz processor, compared to 2.5 min on the HST (Pavlovsky et al.
2006). However, it is trivially parallelizable for multiple exposures,
and need ever be run only once on any given exposure.
Since the mean density of charge traps ρq is known, but their
exact locations are not, traps are scattered at random 3D locations
within the model silicon wafer. Importantly, each trap is allocated a
particular vertical height in some detector pixel. The occupancy of
each will be continuously monitored. Electrons are then added into
the pixel array, in the numbers we think they were at the end of an
exposure.
Figure 5. The accumulation of charge traps in the ACS/WFC CCDs be-
tween 2003 September 9 and the end of 2005. The data points and left-hand
axis show measurements of the total density of charge traps, split between
the two species in a ratio of approximately 3.0:1. Horizontal error bars show
the total time during which it was necessary to average data to obtain suffi-
cient S/N. The histogram and right-hand axis show the number of exposures
taken as part of the COSMOS survey, which we analysed to obtain these
figures. The dotted vertical lines show the times when the ACS CCDs were
annealed (these are also listed in Table A1).
A cloud of ne electrons is assumed to fill a pixel to a fractional
height (max{ne − d , 0}/w)α . Any charge traps inside the occupied
volume immediately capture one electron. All free electrons are then
transferred instantaneously to their adjacent pixel (or to the serial
register for the last pixel in parallel array, or to the pre-amplifier from
the last pixel of the serial register). As discussed in Section 2, we
do not attempt to model the three-phase clock cycle of a real CCD.
Finally, electrons inside traps are allowed to decay with probability
1 − e−1/τ . Released electrons are returned to the free electron pool,
and the process is repeated.
Shot noise in this model created ragged trails behind faint objects
and amplified background noise fluctuations. We introduce two nu-
merical schemes to ameliorate this. First, to counter the random
release or non-release of electrons from charge traps, our model
traps are allowed to contain fractional numbers of electrons. In this
scheme, each electron is gradually released in a floating-point ex-
ponential trail, until the trap is refilled to a whole electron by the
passing of a new bright pixel (removing only a fractional number of
electrons from the free pool). After readout, the number of electrons
in each pixel is rounded back to an integer value for storage. Sec-
ondly, to counter the necessarily random locations of model traps,
we can run the code multiple times with different random seeds
and average the results. To save CPU time, this is equivalently im-
plemented by increasing the density of traps by a factor of 3 (or
any other number specified as an optional input parameter), each of
which is only allowed to contain a third of an electron. This most
improves the sampling of traps in the thin slice of the CCD above
the image background level that profoundly affect faint sources.
With both schemes, the change in background noise level during
readout becomes less than 1 per cent.
3.2 Reverse operation
Moving electrons back to where they belong, and thus removing
the CTI trails, requires the image mapping to be inverted. This is
not analytically possible. However, the trailing represents a small
perturbation around the true image, so it can be achieved using the
forward algorithm, via an iterative approach. Following Bristow
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Table 1. Iterative method to remove CTI trailing, using only a for-
ward algorithm that adds trailing. The true image I is desired but not
available. Only a version with (a small amount of) trailing, I + δ,
can be obtained from the telescope. However, by running that image
through a software version of the readout process, and subtracting
the difference, deviations from the true image can be reduced to
O(δ2). Successive iterations further reduce the trails until an image
is produced that, when ‘readout’, reproduces data arbitrarily close to
those obtained from the telescope. This is the corrected image.
True image I Not available
Downloaded from HST I + δ (A)
After one extra readout I + 2δ + δ2 (B)
(A)+(A)−(B) I − δ2 (C)
After another readout I + δ − δ2 − δ3 (D)
(A)+(C)−(D) I + δ3 (E)
After another readout I + δ + δ3 + δ4 (F)
(A)+(E)−(F) I − δ4 etc.
& Alexov (2002), Bristow (2003a) and Bristow, Kerber & Rosa
(2005), Table 1 describes a way to obtain an image that, after a
software readout, reproduces the data actually downloaded from
the HST . This is the desired, corrected image. Images (A), (C), (E),
etc., can all be obtained and, after several iterations, converge to
that ideal.
In practice, excellent results are obtained after only a single itera-
tion. Indeed, since the CCD filling and readout models are unlikely
to match the real hardware better than O(δ3), only the first itera-
tion is even useful. To speed the correction of the 2368 COSMOS
exposures, we therefore restricted our correction of the larger data
set to a single iteration. Fig. 6 shows the image from Fig. 1 after
correction, using one iteration.
3.3 Additional features of the software
Our CCD readout software has several additional features that we
did not find necessary for CTI correction in ACS/WFC, but which
may be useful for other instruments. We document these features
here for completeness and future reference.
Although we used only two species of charge trap, the code is
capable of handling many (currently up to four) different species,
each with a density ρq and characteristic release time τ . With addi-
tional measurements of flux loss due to long-lifetime charge traps,
this could be used to more accurately correct photometric measure-
ments of astronomical sources.
The code can shuffle electrons both in the parallel direction and
along a serial register. In this mode, the execution time is doubled.
Charge traps in the serial register, with characteristic release times
similar to the serial clock speed, can create trails at 90◦ to those
described by 1. However, it is well established (e.g. Riess 2003;
Mutchler & Sirianni 2005) that the serial CTE in the ACS/WFC
CCDs is very high, and that trailing is almost exclusively in the
parallel direction. Indeed, we attempted to measure serial CTI trails
but found a signal consistent with zero. We therefore neglected this
entire mechanism.
By default, the code places model charge traps randomly within
the model CCD. These are not at the same locations as the charge
traps in the real CCD, which introduces additional noise during the
correction. This is ameliorated by increasing the density of traps
but decreasing their capacity as described in Section 3.1. However,
radiation-hardened detectors in future cameras (e.g. Dawson et al.
2008) may contain sufficiently few traps for this noise to become
significant. If their individual locations could be measured on-orbit,
for example via pocket pumping, the code can place model traps at
the correct locations.
4 T E S T I N G TH E C O R R E C T I O N
4.1 Warm pixel trails
Fig. 7 shows the residual CTI trails measured from corrected ver-
sions of the images used for Fig. 3. Note the reduction in the level
of all trails by a factor of about 30. This reduction is matched or
bettered during all four times (the first, sixth, seventh and thirteenth
data points in Fig. 5) when many COSMOS exposures happened
to be obtained during a single day, and a more precise measure-
ment could be made. This demonstrates that we have achieved an
approximately (1 − 1/30) = 97 per cent precision in our trapping
and readout model, at all locations on the CCD array and for traps
at all heights within the CCD.
If the images are instead corrected using two iterations of the
method in Table 1, the data points in Fig. 7 move only within their
error bars, justifying our use of only one iteration for the sake of
speed.
4.2 Galaxy photometry measurement
We now stack the corrected images to create 577 ‘ SCI’ science
frames, following the pipeline of Koekemoer et al. (2007), which
makes use of the DRIZZLE/MULTIDRIZZLE software (Fruchter & Hook
2002; Koekemoer et al. 2002). There are four exposures per point-
ing, dithered almost along a straight line (two exposures separated
by 6.1 arcsec at an angle of 91.◦2 from the coordinate frame and
another pair, separated by 3.1 arcsec from the first, at an angle of
85.◦4). These are transformed into a projection of the pixel array on
to the sky, with oversampled 0.03 arcsec pixels that are aligned with
the instrument coordinate frame to keep the two readout registers
at the top and bottom. The dithers complicate the issue of how far
each galaxy is from the readout register, because it was in different
areas of the focal plane in different exposures. To roughly divide the
catalogue into objects at final positions (x, y) that have traversed
different numbers of charge traps, we calculate
ntransfers = max {0, 2048 − |6046 − 1.67y − 0.0614x|} (5)
and separately consider objects with values of ntransfers in the ranges
0–475, 475–950, 950–1425, 1435–1900 and 1900–2048. The final
bin also includes most of the area of the oversampled images in
which only data were available from only three of the four expo-
sures, due to the gap between the CCDs.
Fig. 8 shows the changes to galaxy photometry during CTE cor-
rection, as measured on the original versus corrected images by the
Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). As expected from Riess
(2003), we find that the most affected sources are faint galaxies far
from the readout register. The amount of change is in line with the
extrapolated prediction of Riess & Mack (2004). Note however that
this should not be interpreted as the error in point-source photom-
etry on uncorrected images. In particular, our correction scheme
does not currently include any species of charge traps with very
long release times, which may steal additional flux from sources.
Our resolved sources also contain additional electrons in extended
wings that, according to our well filling model, lie near the bottom
of the pixel potential, occupy a relatively large volume of silicon
and are exposed to a greater number of charge traps.
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Photometric measurements can also be expressed in terms of
the galaxies’ detection S/N. The interpretation for galaxies with
S/N < 20 is complicated by two issues. First, a selection bias
in which sources whose detection S/N increased greatly were not
included in the pre-correction catalogue. Secondly, the correction
is a form of unsharp masking, and noise in adjacent pixels becomes
less correlated during correction. As discussed in Rhodes et al.
(in preparation), this can actually lower the detection S/N of faint
sources.
4.3 Galaxy astrometry measurement
The change in galaxies’ positions during CTI correction is shown
in Fig. 9. The spurious shift is 2.42 ± 0.17 × 10−6 arcsec per (0.05
arcsec) pixel transfer for galaxies between magnitudes 17 and 19,
and 0.57 ± 0.24 arcsec per transfer for 25 th to 27 th magnitude
galaxies.
The distance depends as expected upon distance from the read-
out register, but is initially surprising as a function of galaxy flux.
Using very similar code, Bristow (2004) found bright point sources
to be less affected than faint ones. Our own code also moves a given
object less if its flux is increased. However, bright resolved sources
also tend to be larger than faint ones. Astrometry is most affected by
charge traps with short release times (Rhodes et al., in preparation),
which are now able to capture, move and release an electron several
times within a large galaxy. Furthermore, the non-linear well-filling
model ensures that even electrons in the low-level, extended wings
are exposed to most of the charge traps seen by the core. Multiple
trapping does not remove flux from a galaxy, so should not im-
pact photometric measurements. However, this process breaks the
standard argument whereby charge traps saturate, with empty traps
being newly exposed only by relatively large increases in flux. Sub-
tle effects like this highlight the power of a pixel-based method:
they are unlikely to be matched in a parametric scheme acting at a
catalogue level.
4.4 Galaxy shape measurement
Fig. 10 shows the change in galaxies’ full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) size during CTI correction, as measured by the Source
Figure 6. Top panel: the HST ACS/WFC image from Fig. 1, after CTI correction, in units of electrons. Bottom panel: difference image.
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CTI correction for HST/ACS 381
Figure 8. Changes in galaxy photometry during CTI correction, as a func-
tion of the measured magnitude and detection S/N in the corrected images.
A fractional change is calculated as (old–new)/new. The five lines connect
subsets of galaxies between approximately 0–475, 475–950, 950–1425,
1435–1900 and 1900–2048 transfers from the readout register; the photom-
etry is measured on stacked exposures and the exact number of transfers
varies slightly between dithers. The points show the median value in the top
panel, since the distribution of points is highly skewed, and the mean value
in the bottom panel, which is less so. Error bars show 68 per cent confidence
limits on the mean.
Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). The CTI trails had spuriously
enlarged objects, which are shrunk slightly when the flux in the
trails is pushed back into the core. The effect increases as expected
with the number of charge transfers, and is most pronounced in
faint galaxies, which are intrinsically smallest, and also encounter
the largest number of charge traps per electron during readout.
Galaxy ellipticities are a particularly interesting case because the
true value of ellipticity is known, at least statistically. If there is no
preferred direction in the Universe, galaxies cannot preferentially
align in any direction and their mean ellipticity ought to be zero.
However, the CTI trails coherently elongate galaxies in the readout
direction.
In practice, high-precision measurements of galaxy shapes are
made difficult because they are imprinted with the shape of the tele-
Figure 9. Change in galaxy astrometry during CTI correction, in the di-
rection of the readout registers. Readout registers are located at opposite
edges of the array, with pixels from each half being readout at their near-
est register. Solid lines connect subsamples of galaxies between magnitude
limits of F814W = 17–19, 19–21, 21–23, 23–25 and 25–27. For the sake
of clarity in this figure, the points show medians in each bin. The error bars
show 68 per cent confidence limits, and the mean values behave consistently
around these bounds, but noise renders the overall behaviour less clear. Note
that faint galaxies are also typically smaller than bright galaxies, unlike the
point sources used in previous studies.
scope’s PSF. Furthermore, the ACS/WFC PSF changes during orbit,
as the HST expands or contracts due to thermal shifts. Most incon-
veniently, the predominant PSF patterns happen to align themselves
with the readout direction and also tend to align galaxies in that di-
rection (Rhodes et al. 2007). Fortunately, a great deal of software
has been developed for effectively ‘deconvolving’ galaxy elliptici-
ties from the PSF, in order to measure weak gravitational lensing.
We use the algorithm by Rhodes, Refregier & Groth (2000), as im-
plemented by Leauthaud et al. (2007) and Massey et al. (2007a,b),
to recover the underlying galaxy ellipticities.
The top panel of Fig. 11 shows how galaxies appear spuriously
elongated in the direction of the readout registers before CTE
correction. The faintest galaxies are worst affected, although the
elongation is also seen in the brightest galaxies. As shown in
Rhodes et al. (in preparation), the effect is also worst for galax-
ies intrinsically elongated perpendicular to the readout direction.
Neither such effect is modelled by the parametric correction of
Rhodes et al. (2007). The mean spurious ellipticity of galaxies in
the faintest two bins increases as approximately (24.3 ± 2.9) ×
10−6 per (0.05 arcsec pixel) transfer and (7.7 ± 2.0) × 10−6 per
transfer. The noise is predominantly due to the process of PSF de-
convolution. After CTI correction, as shown in the bottom panel,
this effect has been successfully reduced to (0.2 ± 3.1) × 10−6 and
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Figure 10. Change in galaxy FWHM size during CTI correction. Solid lines
connect the same samples as in Fig. 8. Points show mean values within bins
and 68 per cent confidence limits.
Figure 11. Component of mean galaxy ellipticities in the direction of the
readout registers (e cos 2θ , where e is the ellipticity and θ is the angle
between the major axis and the line joining opposite sides of the CCD) before
and after CTI correction. Values are shown after correction for convolution
with the PSF, whose shape is imprinted on the galaxies, but this correction
increases the scatter. Solid lines connect subsamples of galaxies within
magnitude limits of F814W = 22–23, 23–24, 24–25, 25–26 and 26–27.
Points show mean values in bins and 68 per cent confidence limits.
(2.2 ± 2.1) × 10−6. The mean shear is similarly reduced by an order
of magnitude from (1.5 ± 0.1) to (0.2 ± 0.2) per cent in the faintest
bin, and from (7.4 ± 1.1) × 10−6 to (0.9 ± 1.1) × 10−6 overall.
5 D I SCUSSI ON AND C ONCLUSI ONS
We have corrected CTI trailing in ACS/WFC images by more than
an order of magnitude. As demonstrated by the improvement of HST
COSMOS survey images between Figs 3 and 7, and in Fig. 11, we
have achieved a 90–99 per cent precision in our model, at all loca-
tions on the CCD array and for traps at all heights within the CCD.
Our method works at the pixel level, moving individual electrons
back to locations from which they were dragged during readout,
and model parameters correspond to real, physical properties of the
device. This is far better than the ad hoc, parametric correction de-
scribed by Rhodes et al. (2007). Since the trails are created during
the final step of data acquisition, the correction should be applied
as the first step in data reduction and analysis.
As suggested by Biretta & Kozhurina-Platais (2005), warm pixels
in the detectors were successfully used to measure device properties
including the charge trap density and release times. The ubiquitous
distribution of warm pixels allows the locations of charge traps to
be continuously measured across the CCD, using in-orbit science
data. Exceeding earlier expectations, however, the range of flux
levels in warm pixels can also be used to obtain the 3D height of the
traps, and the rate at which electrons fill up the volume of a pixel’s
potential well. All of these parameters are needed to correct CTI
trailing, and it is remarkable that they can all be measured using a
separate consequence of the radiation damage. To improve on this
with future large surveys will probably require laboratory-based
measurements of the CCD and charge trap characteristics before
launch (and possibly after retrieval), or the integration of on-board
electronics to allow in-flight tests such as pocket pumping.
We find two significant species of charge traps that affect the
astrometry and morphology of astronomical objects, with charac-
teristic release times τ = 10.4 ± 3.2 and 0.88 ± 0.2 pixels. These
accumulated in a ratio of approximately 3.0:1 and, by the end of
HST Cycle 13, there was slightly more than one in every other pixel,
uniformly distributed throughout the CCD. An electron beginning
2048 pixels away from the readout register therefore encounters a
large number of traps during readout. The (random) locations of
traps in our model are inevitably different to those in the real CCD.
This adds shot noise during correction that is particularly notable in
the structure of the image background. We have eliminated half of
the shot noise by increasing the density of model traps density and
allowing them to hold non-integer amounts of charge.
We did not attempt to measure the density of traps with very long
release times. As shown by Rhodes et al. (in preparation), these
primarily affect object photometry. They can be measured using
repeated images of standard stellar fields, such as the STScI inter-
nal CTE calibration programme. Alternatively, once the uniform
distribution of other charge trap species has been established, they
could also be measured from EPER or FPR tests. If their density is
measured after servicing mission 4, our software can easily handle
additional species of charge traps, and thus improve the simultane-
ous correction of object photometry, astrometry and morphology.
We measure a functional form describing the rate at which elec-
trons fill up the volume of a pixel’s potential well. Below a ‘notch’
depth of 96.5 ± 2.0 e−, they occupy negligible volume; additional
electrons overflow and the cloud expands with a power law of index
α = 0.576 ± 0.013. This volume determines the number of traps
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encountered by the cloud, as it is moved through the CCD substrate
towards the readout register. Note that, in order to cope with the
huge data volume, we developed the model stepwise: fixing the first
measured parameters before fitting the later ones. Since errors on
some measurements were not carried through, these later errors are
likely to be underestimated.
Our pixel filling model neatly illustrates why CTI trailing is a
non-linear function of object flux, and why it can be reduced by
pre- or post-flashing an image to increase the background level.
During readout, the large cloud of electrons within a bright source
has to navigate more charge traps that the small cloud within a faint
source – but the ratio of exposed traps to electrons falls as nq/ne ≈
nα−1e . Since α < 1, the fractional amount of charge that gets trailed
behind a faint source is greater than that behind a bright source. In
addition, a fat zero reduces the total amount of trailing behind all
sources by moving all pixels to the right in Fig. 4. For faint sources
of fixed flux, the total number of exposed traps is proportional to d
nq/d ne, which decreases as ∼(b − d)α−1.
The two biggest simplifications in our model are reducing the
three-phase clocking cycle to a single shift, and not explicitly treat-
ing the continuous injection of charge from warm pixels during
readout. The latter would be particularly important if this method
were required for measurements of charge traps with long release
times. Improvements in these areas would be interesting directions
for future studies.
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A P P E N D I X A : C C D A N N E A L DAT E S
Table A1. Dates and times when the ACS detectors were an-
nealed during HST Cycles 12 and 13.
Date Time
2003 September 9 08:34:58
2003 October 12 07:09:36
2003 November 6 15:11:06
2003 December 1 15:48:13
2004 January 4 09:01:30
2004 January 30 01:08:26
2004 March 4 01:21:04
2004 March 27 00:59:38
2004 April 25 21:31:00
2004 May 22 07:34:57
2004 June 18 04:36:37
2004 July 6 16:28:51
2004 July 14 16:52:05
2004 August 10 04:41:59
2004 September 8 06:01:41
2004 October 8 09:05:45
2004 November 5 19:42:53
2004 December 2 14:11:50
2004 December 30 12:40:00
2005 January 29 11:00:00
2005 February 12 09:04:52
2005 March 4 22:55:30
2005 March 24 09:12:24
2005 April 19 07:33:57
2005 May 20 05:00:00
2005 June 12 22:35:22
2005 July 16 07:58:20
2005 August 11 20:37:49
2005 September 9 08:45:56
2005 October 8 10:06:47
2005 November 3 15:20:00
2005 November 25 08:37:56
2005 December 31 04:30:00
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